
Artist As Mentor Project Evaluation 
Name:        Period: 
Please complete your evaluation for the project & total the points below: 
Classwork- 5 points 
Time on task (not goofing off or distracting others) 0/1 point __________ 
Partner work- modeled or helped partner on shoot  0/1 point __________ 
Respectful to teacher     0/1 point __________ 
Not on cell phones while should be working  0/1 point __________ 
Not late to class on any day        0/1 point _________ 
 
Photographer Research – 5 points 
Photographs from web are not pixelated    0/1 point _________ 
At least three sources, not from Wikipedia   0/1 point _________ 
Information on DOB, details relevant and accurate  0/1 point  __________ 
Career information given, opinion on artist given  0/1 point  __________ 
Gave some information behind each photograph  0/1 point ___________ 
 
Computer Work- 5 points 
All photographs on common drive as  
     Lastname-firstname-artistname1.jpg, 2, 3…   0/1 point ___________ 
Photographs not scaled weirdly or distorted  0/1 point ___________ 
There were 8 photographs of the artist   0/1 point ___________ 
There were 12 photographs of your own    0/1 point ___________ 
There were 23+ completed slides & in style of artist 0/1 point  __________ 
 
Photography work – 10 points 
All photographs in focus     0/2 points ___________ 
There were three+ photographs that matched    0/1 point __________ 
Photographs were in the style of the artist   0/2 points __________ 
Photographs were in high resolution and to the best 
ability of the artist and with good craftsmanship  0/1 point   __________ 
Creativity (tell me why!)     0/4 points: __________ 
 
Presentation- 5 points 
Spoke with enthusiasm about photographer   0/1 point ____________ 
Did not mumble       0/1 point ____________ 
Did not speak directly from slides    0/1 point ____________ 
Project done on time and ready to present   0/2 points ___________ 
 
                 Total points:____________/ 30 
Please answer the following questions in COMPLETE SENTENCES: 

1. I was proudest of: 
 

2. I learned the most about: 
 

3. I personally like my artist because: 


